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Individualization and the Cult of the Martyrs:
Examples from Asia Minor in the

Fourth Century

Johan Leemans

INTRODUCTION

In her book Private Worship, Public Values and Religious Change in
Late Antiquity, Kim Bowes analyses the contribution of private ini-
tiative in the religious sphere to the Christianization of the Roman
empire. Her study shows how dynamic and enriching a factor the
private initiative—be it private devotion, erecting church buildings,
beginning new cults—has been within Christianity, and how its
dynamic led to clashes and tensions with the institutional structures
of the rising episcopacy. Bowes also demonstrates how throughout
Late Antiquity, especially in the West, bishops became more promin-
ent and ultimately largely resolved these tensions in their favour. In
her book, Bowes draws quite substantially on material related to the
cult of the saints. In this contribution I would like to follow up on this
aspect of Bowes’s research agenda and study the martyr cult as an
area in which on the one hand individual initiative was possible, while
on the other hand, customs and the structures and interests of the
institutionalized Church were also playing their role. Moreover,
whereas ‘private’ stands in opposition to ‘public’, ‘individual’ stands
in opposition to‘collective’. The individual is the person who distin-
guishes him- or herself from the rituals, the habits of the group,
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the collective. As geographical and chronological limits I will zoom
in on the martyr cult in the provinces of Cappadocia, Armenia, and
Pontus1 in the second half of the fourth century ad.2 This is a good
focus through which to study in some detail the questions at hand:
(1) it is a geographically and chronologically limited period about
which we are well-informed, mainly through the writings of the
Cappadocian Fathers (the ‘big three’—Gregory of Nyssa, Gregory of
Nazianzus, and Basil of Caesarea—and also Asterius of Amaseia and
Amphilochius of Iconium); (2) the Cappadocian Fathers as represen-
tatives of the institutionalized Church have always held the martyr
cult in high esteem and actively supported it; (3) the period under
consideration marks the rapid development of the martyr cult when
it is really in full swing. As ‘standard-bearers of Christianity into
the countryside’, the martyr cult was not only present in, or at the
outskirts of, all the major cities, but in Anatolia it had by the later
fourth century also conquered often surprisingly remote parts of the
countryside.3

Our working hypothesis will be that in the martyr cult we witness
tensions: tensions between the individual initiative versus that of
the church leaders; tensions between individual ritual and devotional
practices and more communal ones; tensions between the habits of
the collective and the individual appropriating of these habits in a
personalized way. Operating within this field of tensions the late
antique Christian could, often building on non-Christian habits
and rituals with a venerable pedigree, carve out a space for the
individual.

1 With these rather unprecise but (given the many changes in the organization
of Asia Minor) not completely infelicitous terms I refer to central Anatolia, the
region in which the Cappadocian Fathers were active; an activity which was not
confined to one provincial administrative unity but comprised Armenia I and II
(after the reorganization of 386), Cappadocia I and II (after the separation in 371/2)
and what were traditionally the provinces Helenopontus (earlier Diospontus) and
Pontus Polemonianus (under Diocletian together also the diocese Pontus).

2 See, for a brief survey, Limberis 2006.
3 Mitchell 1993, 68–9. A beautiful illustration of how remote areas had already

been touched by the martyr cult can be found in Gregory of Nyssa’s ep. 1. Here he
describes how he was on his way to Andaemonè, a small villages in a mountainous
area which he only reached after having been under way an entire night in his
carriage, followed by 15 miles on horseback and partly even walking.
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TESTAMENT OF THE FORTY MARTYRS
OF SEBASTE

The so-called Testament of the Forty Martyrs of Sebaste is in many
ways an extraordinary document. Allegedly an encyclical letter written
by Meletius, Aetius, and Eutychius, three of their group, this docu-
ment presents itself as the last words of this famous and hugely
popular group of martyrs. In their letter they express their will as to
what should happen with their remains. These should be buried ‘in the
town of Sarim, below the city of Zelon’; they should be buried there all
together in one place. Furthermore they ask their readers that nobody
should take a particle of the remains for himself. As to the young man
Eunoicus, it is stipulated that he should be buried together with them
but, if he should survive the trial and persecutions, he is urged to
devote himself in all freedom to the tomb of the Forty. After a more
general parenetic part to live a Christ-centred life, the letter closes with
a long list of greetings.4

This document stands out in several ways: as to literary genre it is
unique among the late antique martyrial literature, and while there are
some other documents written by the martyrs themselves, such as
(part of) the Passio Perpetuae and, possibly, the Martyrium Pionii,5

such texts remain exceptions. Doubts regarding the text’s authenticity
and historicity have been brought forward without decisive argument
pro or contra emerging.6 While the possibility of the text’s authenticity
cannot be entirely excluded, it can certainly also easily be made sense
of as having originated later than the early fourth century, at a time
that the cult of the Forty, and the creation of a literary tradition around
them, was in full swing. The theme of the unity of the Forty and the
idea that the powerfulness of each particle of their remains equals that
of those of the entire group is a stock theme also present in other late
fourth century texts about the Forty.7 And besides, for its edifying
value in the parenetic part the Testament may have been written
to bolster the claim of the town of Sarim as an early (though probably

4 Text in Musurillo 1972, 354–9 [this text is a reprint of that in the 1892 Bonwetsch
edition].

5 See on this issue the recent contribution by Hilhorst 2010.
6 The most complete defence of the text’s authenticity (against Buckle 1921) was by

Franchi di Cavalieri 1928, 173–9 (‘merita ogni fede’).
7 Cf. Vinel 1997.
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not the original) burial place of the Forty, maybe even in competition
with bigger centres of the veneration of the Forty that had established
themselves.8

The most startling aspect of this text with regard to the purpose of
this contribution, however, is that this is the only relatively early
martyr text I know in which the heroes of the story themselves dictate
what should happen with their own bones. Generally, this is the duty
of the community or its leaders. In this text, though, the roles are
reversed: the martyrs themselves are indicating who of the community
members are to be responsible for the care for their remains and they
say what should happen with them. In that it gives precedence to the
group of individual martyrs over against the ‘normal’ course of events
in which community members or leaders after the martyr’s death
take the initiative to start a cult, the Testament can be considered as
the expression of an exceptional form of individualization in the late
antique cult of the martyrs.
Unusual as it may be, the Testament has introduced us to the main

(f)actors in the martyr cult: the centrality of the martyr’s relics, the
role of the community, and of the leaders of the community.

THE PROVENANCE OF RELICS

At the heart of the martyr cult were the martyr’s relics—the bones and
other remains. These were its tangible centre. They guaranteed the real
presence of the martyr and through that the ground for miracles,
healings, and whatever other benefits one might hope for.
Where did these relics come from? In the case of a local martyr

there was often continuity between the historical event of his martyr-
dom, the preservation of the relics, the normal burial ritual, and
commemoration by the community, resulting in a clearly identifiable
tomb as a place for veneration and commemoration on the yearly feast-
day of the martyr. This was a duty of the community, as is clear from
the earliest description of this process in the Martyrdom of Polycarp.
The author of the text, writing on behalf of the Smyrnaean Christian
community, describes how ‘at last, collecting the remains [Polycarp’s

8 Maraval 1999; van Dam 2003, 136.
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ashes] that were dearer to us than precious stones and finer than gold,
we buried them in a fitting spot. Gathering here, so far as we can, in
joy and gladness, we will be allowed by the Lord to celebrate the
anniversary day of his martyrdom.’9 It is the community (‘we’) who
collect Polycarp’s relics and make them into an object of veneration
and yearly celebration and commemoration. The Christian community
of bigger cities composed its own calendar of martyrs and saints
and was responsible for all other organizational aspects related to the
cult (for example, somebody to look after the cult place, such as
young Eunoicus in the Testament of the Forty). Within the framework
of this community-organized cult there was room for the individual to
participate, though concrete details about this emerge more fully from
the second half of the fourth century onwards. Encouraged by the end
of the persecutions and the example of Constantine, the cult of the
martyrs is celebrated throughout the empire with increasing gusto and
splendour: many more cults are established, the edifices became bigger
and more richly adorned, and on a local level the cult of martyrs (and
very quickly also other saints) becomes an important part of the life of
any local Christian community.10

Certainly from the second half of the fourth century onwards, this
success and spread of the martyr cult was to no small extent helped by
the mechanisms of inventions and translations. The earliest docu-
mented translation is that of the remains of the martyr Babylas who
was brought from within the city of Antiochia to a new sanctuary in
Daphne, at the outskirts of the city, in order to compete with an
Apollo-sanctuary.11 For Cappadocia and surroundings several trans-
lations are known. Often we only know of them indirectly: if a cult
is attested for several localities, we may assume that somehow relics
of that particular martyr have been distributed, probably through a
translation. In a few instances, however, we know more details about
the translation itself. Thus, through his relative Junius Soranus and
the local bishop Vetranio of Tomi, Basil of Caesarea was able to
obtain the relics of the martyr Sabas who had died during persecu-
tions in Scythia.12 Possibly there is a connection with Basil’s promise
to his colleague Arcadius to provide him with some relics for his

9 Martyrium Polycarpi, 18 (tr. H. Musurillo 1972, 17).
10 Baumeister 2009.
11 Baumeister 2009, 132.
12 Basil. Ep. 155; 164 and 165. Cf. Pouchet 1991.
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new-built church.13 In another letter, written to Ambrosius of Milan,
Basil goes out of his way to assure his Milanese colleague that the
relics he was to send with the priests that had come for them were
truly those of Dionysius ofMilan, Ambrosius’ illustrious predecessor.14

The latter also documents Ambrosius’ promotion of the martyr cult.15

The relics of the Forty of Sebaste were dispersed over the entire eastern
empire,16 but, through Gaudentius of Brescia, also reached the West.
Gaudentius describes how he visited Caesarea while on pilgrimage to
the Holy Land. There he met some nieces of Basil the Great, who were
at the head of a monastery that kept relics of the Forty. The virgins
happily gave (part of ) them to Gaudentius.17 These instances show
how individuals and networks were of crucial importance for the
spread of relics and cults.
Besides the translatio, the phenomenon of the inventio also con-

tributed to the spread and proliferation of cults. The inventio of
the relics of the Milanese martyrs Gervasius and Protasius under
Ambrosius is an early, well-known example.18 For Asia Minor there
are two examples worth discussing in some detail. The first comes
from Gregory of Nazianzus panegyric on Cyprian, a sermon delivered
while he was at Constantinople. It is narrated how a pious lady had
relics of saint Cyprian in her possession. Through a miraculous

13 Basil. Ep. 49. The letter was probably written in 370: the prologue indicates that
Basil had not long been bishop of Caesarea. Arcadius is not otherwise known, but can
perhaps be identified with the bishop of Tremithus (Cyprus) (cf. Hauschild 1973, 195,
note 246).

14 Pouchet 1992, on good grounds denies Basil the authorship of Ep. 197.2. The
most important argument is that the letter is only extant in one single manuscript, the
Parisinus Suppl. gr. 1020. This manuscript is also the only witness of the Greek text of
‘Basil’s’ Ep. 8, which is in fact a letter of Evagrius of Pontus to Peter of Sebaste. Because
of this connection, Pouchet thinks Peter of Sebaste might actually be the author:
besides a few in themselves insufficient parallels as to content, Pouchet also points to
parallels in word-use between this document and another letter of Peter to his brother
Gregory of Nyssa (Ep. 30 in SC 363, 314–19).

15 HV, 133; Dassmann 2004.
16 About their wish to be buried together, see Testamentum 1Musurillo. Overviews

of the spread of their relics, see Amore 1968, col. 770; Maraval 1985, 372, 374, 377,
378; Maraval 1999.

17 Gaudentius of Brescia, Tractatus XVII: In . . .Caesarea . . . . repperimus quasdam
Dei famulas, monasterii sanctarum virginum dignissimas matres, . . . quibus (sc. famu-
las) ab avunculo suo summo sacerdote ac beato confessore Basilio olim traditae fuerunt
horum martyrum venerandae reliquiae, quas desiderio nostro incunctanter ac fideliter
tribuerunt . . .

18 Ambr. Ep. 77 Zelzer [= Ep. 22 in the traditional numbering]. For this famous
inventio, e.g. Amat 1985, 214–16 and Den Boeft 1988.
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revelation it became known that Cyprian’s relics were preserved by
this pious lady who then, in turn, put them at the disposal of the entire
community.19 Gregory says that through this revelation God’s will
had both respected the piety of this pious woman and the benefit
of the community. Yet, one may sense behind this narrative the
tendency of the institution to react against a too explicit privatization
of the holy. This is somewhat different in the miraculous story of the
inventio of the relics of the Forty of Sebaste as told in their Passion
(BHG 1201). Here it is the institutionalized church community in
the person of the bishop who firmly has the initiative. The author
describes what happens after the martyrs’ bodies had been burned. In
order to prevent the Christians taking and filling the entire earth with
them—an ironic allusion to their spread afterwards!—the ‘tyrants’
decided to throw the ashes in the river. Yet the ashes stayed together
and gathered in the neighbourhood of a rock in the river. After three
days this is revealed (I��ŒÆº�çŁÅ) to Peter, the bishop of Sebaste. In a
dream the martyrs urge him to go at night to the river and take them
out. The bishop does as he is told: together with some of his clerics he
goes to the river where he sees immediately the relics glowing so that
they can be easily collected in small caskets.20

Through the mechanisms of invention and translation the martyr
cult became a crucial element in the life of any local Christian commu-
nity and therewith it constituted a privileged locus for the individual
Christian to perform his or her ritual practices. The presentation of the
evidence from Asia Minor in the next sections gives a representative
overview of these practices.21

INDIVIDUAL PRACTICES

The relics were the centre of the martyr cult and the focal point of
attention for all visitors to the sanctuary. This is made very clear by
Gregory of Nyssa in hisHomily in Praise of Theodore the Recruit. This

19 Greg. Naz. In Cyprianum, 17. Cf. Mossay 1966 239–40.
20 Passio XL Martyrum, 13.
21 Besides the martyr cult, pilgrimages and visits to important centres of pilgrimage

also provided such privilegied loci (cf. e.g. the still good surveys of Kötting 1980 and
Maraval 1985).
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sermon contains an extensive ecphrasis of the martyr’s sanctuary
in Pontic Euchaïta, the very place where the homily was delivered.22

Gregory first describes the outer appearance of the building, then
moves to the wall-paintings and finally zooms in on the tomb itself:

Taking delight in the seeing of such works of art that can be observed,
one is longing for the rest, in particular to approach the tomb, trusting
that touching it results in sanctification and blessing. And if somebody
gives permission to take away the dust that lies upon the surface of the
resting place, then the soil is taken away as a gift and the earth is
preserved as a treasure. But to touch the relics themselves, as chance
on occasion provides the opportunity, that is much-desired and the gift
for prayers to the Most High, as is known to those who have had this
experience and have fulfilled this kind of longing. For as if it is the same
body, still alive and flourishing, those beholding it embrace it with the
eyes, the mouth, the ears. And when they have approached it with all
the senses, they pour tears out over it from piety and emotion. And as
if he was intact and appearing, they address to the martyr a plea that
he would intercede on their behalf, in a way as if they were asking
God’s bodyguard for a favour and he, called upon, receives presents
and provides them whenever he likes.23

In a powerful way this text bears testimony to the centrality of
the relics and the power that was ascribed to them. Hence the central
place they had in the sanctuary and in the martyr cult as a whole.
Acquiring some of the dust on the coffin, touching the relics them-
selves, all the senses and emotions coming into play, asking the
martyrs for favours, all of these were common individual practices
which will be discussed more fully below. Most striking is the personal
and emotional (‘longing’, ‘much-desired’) element in this description.
Gregory presents it as individual actions his hearers have been doing
or will do in the sanctuary. Apparently there was also some choice:
some may have preferred to take the dust of the coffin, others to
touch the relics. It was precisely in the context of these devotional
practices—small and great—that there was room for the individual to
give expression to his or her devotion to the martyr. The individual
character of these ritual or devotional practices should not be overstated,

22 On the rhetorical aspects and the function of this passage in the entire sermon,
see Leemans 2005a.

23 Greg. Nyss. Theod., trans. Leemans, Mayer, Allen, and Dehandschutter 2003, 85.
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though: it is clear that many ‘individuals’ were doing exactly the same
and that in these devotional practices well-worn patterns are present
with roots not seldom reaching back to non-Christian religious prac-
tices with a venerable pedigree.
This is certainly the case with the invocation to the martyrs,

testimony to the widespread belief that it was profitable to ask favours
of them.24 Such invocations can be done by a homilist on behalf of the
community. Often these invocations are found at the end of the
panegyric on the martyr who is addressed.25 More interesting for
our topic are the descriptive passages in panegyrical sermons which
inform us about the practice of invocations to the martyrs in their
shrines. Even taking into account that the purpose of these panegyrics
was to increase the fame of the martyrs, Basil of Caesarea’sHomily on
the Forty of Sebaste is a very informative text in this regard:

The one who is in trouble takes refuge in the Forty, the one who rejoices
runs off to them—the former to find release from difficulties, the latter
to protect his prosperity. Here a pious woman is found praying for her
children, begging for the return of her husband who is away, for his
safety because he is sick. Let your petitions be with the martyrs.26

An equally moving testimony about people in need visiting the
martyr’s shrine for assistance is given by Asterius of Amaseia. In his
sermon On the Holy Martyrs a lively portrait is painted of how the
martyrs are ‘safe harbours’ for those who suffer from the storms of
life: sick people, people who are in debt, a mother who goes with her
sick child to the martyr rather than to the doctor, engaged couples
who go on the eve of their wedding to the martyr’s shrine to invoke
the martyr’s blessing over their marriage, the seaman who asks the
martyr for protection when he is about to leave the harbour.27 All of
them go to the martyrs to invoke their support, protection, or

24 Cf. Michel and Klauser 1976, cols. 19–21.
25 Some examples: Basil. On the Forty Martyrs of Sebaste 8; Greg. Nazi. On Cyprian

19; Greg. Nyss. Theod.; Greg. Nyss. On Stephen II.
26 Basil.Homilia in XLMartyres, 8 (ed. PG 31, col. 524 A3–13: � EŁºØ����	
� K�d �
f�

��Ææ�Œ
	�Æ ŒÆ�Æç��ª�Ø� › �PçæÆØ	���	
� K�� ÆP�
f� I�
�æ�å�Ø̇ › �b	� ¥	Æ º�Ø	
�oæfi Å �H	 �ıå�æH	̇ › �b� ¥ 	Æ çıºÆåŁfi B ÆP�fiH �a åæÅ����æÆ. ’̄ 	�ÆFŁÆ ªı	c �P��c�
��bæ ��Œ	ø	 �På
��	Å ŒÆ�ÆºÆ���	��ÆØ� I�
�Å�
F	�Ø I	�æd �c	 K��	
�
	 ÆN�
ı��	Å�
IWÞø�
F	�Ø �c	 ø�Åæ�Æ	. ���a �Ææ��æø	 ª�	�Łø �a ÆN���Æ�Æ ��H	. trans. Lee-
mans, Mayer, Allen, and Dehandschutter, 2003, 75.

27 Asterius of Amaseia In Sanctos Martyres 4.4. Book VIII of Theodoret’s Grae-
carum affectionum curatio contains a similar passage (cf. Canivet, 1958, 333).
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assistance. These are only examples, but, precisely as such, they
indicate that Christians of the fourth century reacted to their individ-
ual sorrows, emotions, wishes, problems, and hopes by stepping into
the collective pattern of offering invocations, a collective pattern and
an age-old and widespread habit.
Yet the belief in the power of the martyrs went further than merely

the invocation. It was believed that touching the relics or even
only being in their neighbourhood had a supernatural and salutary
effect. ‘He who touches the bones of a martyr’, says Basil, ‘partakes in
the sanctity and grace that reside in them.’28 About the relics of the
female martyr Julitta, he says that ‘they sanctify both the place where
they rest and the people who assemble there’.29 According to Gregory
of Nazianzus, ‘the bodies of the martyrs have the same power as their
holy souls, whether one touches them or just venerates them. Just a
few drops of their blood, the signs of their suffering, can effect the
same as their bodies.’ As effects caused by the veneration or touching
of the martyr’s relics, Gregory mentions the chasing away of demons,
the curing of the sick, the causing of visions, and predictions of the
future.30 According to Basil, Christians often visited the tomb of the
Caesarean martyr Mamas to ask his assistance and protection during
travels or in periods of sickness. Mamas would even have resuscitated
children from death and prolonged the life of others.31

Many who had obtained a favour through the martyr’s intercession
(be it a cure, a safe home-journey, or something else) brought a
present, an anathema to the martyrium.32 In book VIII of his Grae-
carum affectionum curatio Theodoretus of Cyrrhus argues that the
old, pagan cult of the heroes had been superseded by the Christian
martyr cult.33 His apologetical demonstration underlines how the
martyrs’ sanctuaries easily surpass the pagan heroa, inter alia because
of the presence and beauty of the anathemata on display in the

28 Basil. hom. in Ps. 115.
29 Basil. On Julitta.
30 Greg. Naz. Against Julian 1.69.
31 Basil. In Mamantem 1 PG 31, col. 589 C7–14: ‘�	�ŁÅ�� �
Ø �
F ��æ�ıæ
�� ‹
Ø

�Ø� O	��æø	 ÆP�
F I�ÅºÆ�Æ��̇ ‹
Ø� ��æØ�ıå�	��� �fiH ���øfi �
��øfi � Kå�Œ�Æ	 ÆP�e	
ı	�æªe	 �N� �æ
�ıå�	̇ ‹
Ø�� O	��Æ�Ø ŒºÅŁ�d�� K�d �H	 �æªø	 �Ææ��Å̇ ‹
ı�
›�
Ø��æ
ı� K�Æ	�ªÆª�	̇ ‹
ı� K� IWÞø��Æ� I	��Å�	̇ ‹
Ø� �ÆE�Æ� I���øŒ�	 X�Å
����º�ı�ÅŒ��Æ�̇ ‹
Ø� �æ
Ł���Æ� ��
ı �ÆŒæ
��æÆ� K�
�Å�	.’

32 About anathemata (with reference to Asterius On Phocas), see Deichmann
1975.

33 Dihle 1998.
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martyrium. He mentions small sculptures of hands, feet, or eyes in
gold or wood, depending on the financial possibilities of the giver.34

In all likelihood these were images of the body parts that had been
healed thanks to the martyr’s intervention. These were on display as a
testimonial to the efficacy of the martyr’s intervention and his power.
No doubt they also functioned as a convincing argument to others to
put their trust in the martyr.
Another extensive description of votive offerings for Cappadocia

and surroundings comes from Asterius’ Homily on Phocas. Contrary
to the previous text, which clearly documented that anathemata were
brought to the martyr by poor and rich alike, this text only has an eye
for the upper layer of society. The homilist mentions that the martyr’s
shrine where he is delivering his sermon contained many precious
presents and ornaments that had been gifts from several Christian
emperors. Most noteworthy to Asterius, however, was the presence of
the anathema of a Scythian king. He had sent a diadem and a cuirass,
the first, Asterius comments, as thanks for his kingship, the second
for his military successes.35 Yet, we know from the same homily that
Phocas was also considered the protector-saint of the fisherman and
that in his martyrium care was also taken of the needy. Therefore, it is
possibly best to ascribe the exclusive focus on the anathemata of
emperors and kings to Asterius’ desire to give his rhetorical talent
free rein by concentrating on the most splendid of presents. It is
highly likely that Theodoretus’ description reflects also the situation
in Phocas’ shrine in Amaseia and in most other martyr shrines.
A further interesting individual practice associated with the martyr

cult is that of the incubation. The ‘temple-sleep’ is well-known in
Egyptian, Old-Israelite, and Greco-Roman religions but it also played
an important role in Christianity and most particularly in the cult
of the saints and at pilgrimage shrines. Besides healing, the person
practising incubation could also receive visions of the future.36 For

34 Theod. Gr. aff. cur. 8.63.
35 Asterius of Amaseia On Phocas 12: ¯x� ª� 
s	 ¼æåø	 KŒ�EŁ�	 ŒÆd �ÆØº�f� �e	

��çÆ	
	 �B� Œ�çÆºB� I�
Ł���	
�� åæıfiH ŒÆd ¼	Ł�Ø º�Łø	 ��æØºÆ�����	
	� ŒÆd �e	
Ł�æÆŒÆ �e	 �
º��ØŒe	 I�
���� oºÆ� �å
	�Æ �º
��
ı-IºÆÇ
	ØŒc ªaæ ŒÆd Łæı��
��	Å
�H	 �Ææ��æø	 M �Æ	
�º�Æ-����ł�	 I�ç���æÆ I	ÆŁ��Æ<�Æ> �Øa �
F ��æ�ıæ
� �øfi fiH
¨�øfi fiH ŒÆd �ı	���ø� ŒÆd I�Ø��Æ�
� ŒÆŁØ�æ�Æ� �a� Iç
æ���.

36 On incubation in early Christian literature, see Parmentier 1989 and Wacht
1997.
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Cappadocia and Pontus the testimonies are rather scarce.37 At the
end of his Second Homily on the Forty of Sebaste Gregory of Nyssa
adduces two examples to demonstrate the Forty’s miraculous power.
Firstly, he narrates at length the story of a limping soldier who
received a vision while sleeping in the sanctuary of the Forty in
Pontic Ibora, and was cured.38 Secondly, he narrates his own incuba-
tion-experience, a precious ego-document. Gregory’s family always
had had a penchant for the cult of the martyrs in general and the
Forty in particular. Gregory’s mother had established a sanctuary on
the family estates in Pontus and insisted that Gregory, though not in
the neighbourhood, should attend the festive inaugural gathering
around the martyrs’ relics. Gregory grudgingly accepted the invita-
tion. He arrived at the moment the vigil service was going on and he
took the opportunity to have a nap. While he was sleeping the Forty
appeared in a vision to him, very threatening, and he barely escaped a
beating-up. Back in reality he understood the message of the Forty,
regretted his stubbornness and wept for his stupidity, dropping some
tears on the relics so that the Forty would forgive his initial lack of
enthusiasm.39

A final usage related to the deeply-rooted belief in the power of
relics is the inhumatio ad sanctos: burial in the immediate vicinity of
the martyrs’ relics.40 This burial ad sanctos was by the fourth century
ad a widespread and well-documented practice in both east and west.
Quite a few beliefs were attached to these practices. Thus, the vicinity
of the relics would protect the deceased and his grave against demons
and grave-robbers. Moreover, on the occasion of the judgement before
God, the martyrs would act as the advocates of the deceased. Further,
the unity between deceased and martyrs in the inhumatio ad sanctos
was considered to be a prefiguration of their heavenly being together.
Finally, it was believed that at the end of times martyr and deceased
would resurrect together.41 This practice of the burial ad sanctos had
a quasi-magical character. Yet, a corrective was built in, in the sense

37 Besides the two texts from Gregory’s sermon, the following texts also may hint at
the practice of incubation: Greg. Naz. On Cyprian 18; Asterius of Amaseia On Phocas
13; Basil. In Mamantem 1.

38 Greg. Nyss. On the Forty Martyrs of Sebaste 2.
39 Greg. van Nyss. In XL Martyres 2.
40 The standard work on the topic is still Duval 1988. Cf. Greg. Nyss. On the Forty

Martyrs of Sebaste 2; Greg. Naz. carm. 2.20 and 2.76.
41 Duval 1988, 171–201.
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that it was also believed that if somebody had not led a truly Christian
life, his burial ad sanctos would not function as a ‘shortcut to heaven’
but would, on the contrary, be considered as a last, grave sin.42 The
burial ad sanctos could constitute for the individual Christian a fitting
end to his or her life. As the following examples will demonstrate, it
seems that in the fourth century generally the burial ad sanctos in the
immediate vicinity of the relics was some sort of privilege that, also on
financial grounds, certainly was not accessible for everybody. At the
same time, however, several texts underline that being buried in the
vicinity of a martyr’s tomb was believed to have the same salutary
effects, even though it wasn’t the immediate vicinity.
The testimonies for burials ad sanctos in Cappadocia are all related

to the families of either Gregory of Nazianzus or Gregory of Nyssa.
The parents of the latter, as well as his oldest sister Macrina, were
buried in the vicinity of relics of the Forty of Sebaste.43 According to
Gregory, this was done in order that on the moment of the resurrec-
tion they would be resuscitated together with their advocates.44 As for
Gregory of Nazianze: his parents, his brother Caesarius, and Gregory
himself found their last resting place in the vicinity of relics of
(otherwise not identified) martyrs.45 Gregory of Nazianzus’s Epigram
165 mentions a young deceased who was buried ad sanctos, without
giving further details.46 An extensive description of a burial ad sanctos
is offered in Gregory’s Epigram 118 (c.370). It concerns the burial
monument of Gregory’s uncle Amphilochos, his wife Livia, and their
son Euphemius. The monument consisted of two storeys: below the
grave of the family, on top of that the sanctuary of the relics, which
could also be venerated. The epigram underlines the unity of the
building: it is called ‘one house’ (�x� ���
�) and the martyrs who are
at the upper floor are asked to keep a benevolent and watchful eye on
those below, both the ones who have already been deposed there and
the ones who will eventually find their resting place.47

42 Duval 1988, 154–68.
43 Several texts corroborate this: Greg. Nyss. In XL Martyres II; Greg. Nyss. Vita

Macrinae 13.1.19; 34 (250–3). Cf. Duval 1988.
44 ‘¥ 	Æ K	 �øfi fiH ŒÆØæøfi fiH �B� I	Æ���ø� ���a �H	 �P�ÆWÞÅØÆ�H	 �
ÅŁH	

Kª�æŁHØ	.’ (Mart II).
45 Cf. Greg. Naz. Epigr. 31; 39; 76 and 77. See Duval 1988, 69–70.
46 Greg. Naz. Epigr. 165.1, 2 (ed. P. Waltz, Anthologie grecquele).
47 Greg. Naz. Epigr. 165.2.
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So far we have seen that within the context of the martyr cult a
number of individual ritual and devotional practices blossomed. Not
infrequently these practices exhibited parallels with the non-Christian
past and context (for example, ex-votos to pagan deities or to the
martyrs). Often they were supra-individual, collective habits that
were performed by the individual in the context of his or her own
needs or situation. Within these limitations it is beyond doubt that in
the martyr cult the individual—he or she or they—may have found
room for an individualized approach to the holy. In that sense the
described practices within the framework of the martyr cult offered a
welcome addition to the traditional liturgical services which were
much more community-directed.
In passing we have also seen that with these devotional practices the

room for the more privileged individual was not entirely exhausted.
Through the building of large funerary monuments and the acquisi-
tion of relics they could have a burial ad sanctos or start a new local
cult, as Gregory of Nyssa’s mother did at the family estate for the Forty.
If rich enough, one had the possibility of building a martyr’s shrine:
Gregory himself did so (see the description in his Letter 25) but also
Paulinus of Nola—to mention just this famous example—invested
large sums in buildings and churches in honour of the martyrs.48

Finally, we have also heard about pious ladies having relics in private
possession. For all of these mentioned instances, too, parallels for
other geographical areas and chronological periods can easily be
found. These instances all bear testimony to the initiative of the
(rich) individual as well as to a form of privatization of, or at least
privileged access to, the holy.
The martyr’s shrine, in which the relics were present, was central to

any local martyr cult as well as to the liturgical and spiritual life of
local Christian communities. Throughout the year it was an import-
ant holy place, a place where heaven and earth met and where local
Christians could go to join in that dynamic. The culmination point
of a martyr cult, however, was the yearly festival or panèguris. On
that occasion all the rituals and devotional practices that have been
described above could also take place. But there was also room for
many other things, related to the special character of the feast-day

48 The only source for the martyrium in Nazianzus is Greg. Naz. Laudatio funebris
in patrem; the sources about Paulinus’ activity are studied in de la Portbarré-Viard
2006.
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and the large crowd of visitors a martyr’s shrine attracted on that
occasion. It is to the room for forms of individualization within the
context of the panèguris that I will turn now.

AT THE MARTYR FESTIVAL

While it was possible to visit the sanctuary of the martyrs during
the entire year, the cult of each individual martyr reached its yearly
peak during the martyr festival (panèguris) on the anniversary of
the martyr’s death or funeral. This yearly event was attended in
great numbers by the local Christian community in all its diversity:
men, women, and children, well-to-do and less privileged, bishops
and lower clergy, hard-core Christians, and many more wavering
of heart made their way to the martyrium, which was often at the
outskirts of the city.49 Basil compares the mass of believers to a swarm
of bees, Gregory of Nyssa to a colony of ants. Gregory of Nazianzus
affirms that the celebration of the panèguris for Mamas in Nazianzus,
celebrated in the open air, attracted a few thousands of people.50

Many other texts convey this sense of massive attendance, of hustle
and bustle.51 At the martyrium, the Christian community came
together for a complex event which featured not only explicitly
religious but also social and economic aspects. Exactly this complex-
ity offered the individual free space to choose and ‘make’ his or her
own panèguris-experience.
This free space is most obvious with regard to the social aspect of

the festival: it was an opportunity to meet people, presumably includ-
ing those one did not meet on ordinary occasions such as other
liturgical services or markets. It is self-evident that this social aspect
made a panèguris a very attractive occasion. This was also true for the
ecclesiastical authorities. For them, panègureis offered opportunities
to organize provincial synods, to invite colleagues and discuss

49 e.g. Basil. On Gordius 1; Greg. Nyss. Theod.; Asterius Homily on the Holy
Martyrs 1.1. Cf. Delehaye 1933, 36–8.

50 Gregor. Naz. In novam domenicam 11: ���æ
	 �ÆE� �
ººÆE� åØºØ�Ø �H	
�Æ	�Æå�Ł�	 K��Øª
��	ø	.

51 Bees: Basil. On Gordius 1; ants: Greg. Nyss. Theod. Some other examples chosen
at random: Basil. On Mamas 2; ep. 95; Greg. Nyss. On the Forty Martyrs of Sebaste Ia;
Asterius On Phocas 9.2; On the Holy Martyrs 1.1.
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ecclesiastical business, or to tighten their relations with dignitaries
from the secular realm.52

This gathering of large crowds also generated commercial activity,
in itself a logical consequence of the large masses attending. The
panègureis of martyrs and other saints were in that respect no differ-
ent from their non-Christian predecessors.53 Especially when it was a
panèguris in a big city, the market attached to it was economically
very important as the one place to buy the things that, following the
law of supply and demand, could not be bought normally. Gradually
such markets established themselves as fixed, periodic markets.54 No
wonder that these markets and the social benefits of meeting others,
indulging in making pleasure together, having a few drinks (and
possibly a few too many), playing dice, watching the animals at the
beast-market, were all part and parcel of the panèguris-experience.
This socio-economic side of the panègureis gave the individual, it
would seem, considerable freedom to indulge in the activities on offer.
According to the bishop-homilists, however, the attention the visit-

ors to the festival paid to these peripheral things took such excessive
forms that it distracted attention from the religious aspects.55 In
response to this, the Cappadocian Fathers developed a homiletical
discourse that pleaded for celebration of the panègureis ‘in spirit and
truth’, to consider it as a moment for spiritual growth. This discourse—
which also developed a polemical twist towards other religions and
their festivals56—didn’t exclude participation in extra-religious inter-
ests but these should be of secondary importance and by applying the

52 See, e.g. Basil. ep. 142 (a letter to the numerarius, expressing his disappointment
because the latter didn’t attend the great panèguris for Eupsychius which had made it
impossible to introduce to him some of his country bishops) or ep. 278: Basil hoping
to use the occasion of a panèguris to play an intermediary role in a conflict between a
number of people from Caesarea and Valerianus, a young acquaintance of his.

53 De Ligt and De Neeve 1988, 397 write (with regard to non-Christian panègur-
eis): ‘Nevertheless even the smallest panègyreis were occasions where more people
than usual assembled; and this concentration of people made these festivals most
suited for communication, contact and trade. Although our focus is on the economic
aspects of the panègyreis we should not completely ignore the social aspects. Both are
inextricably intertwined. Festivals were places where one met people from other
towns, where one made friends and where news was exchanged.’

54 De Ligt 1993.
55 Cf. e.g. Basil. Homily on Riches; ‘Long Rules’; Asterius of Amaseia Against

Avarice 1.3.
56 Harl 1981.
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virtue of sophrosunè all excesses in this regard must be avoided.57 Here
one senses a tension between the interests of the church leaders and
those of (at least some of) the members of the Christian community as
well as an attempt of the former to ascertain the prevalence of the
panèguris as a religious event over against all the rest of the hustle and
bustle that was going on.
The heart and soul of the panèguris-visitor should be on the

martyrs and their uplifting example for the spiritual life. The martyr
as an example of Christian faith and virtue worthy of imitation is the
red thread that runs throughout the panegyrical sermons on martyrs
by the Cappadocian Fathers.58 Here the homilists pursue a huge
pastoral challenge: using the rhetoric of the Second Sophistic and
biblical borrowings59 the homiletical presentation of the martyr is
detached from the historical person in order to be able to function as
a spiritual model long after the persecutions, in radically changing
times.60 To the extent that these sermons tried to nurture some
spiritual progress in their hearers, they might be considered as dis-
courses aimed at the edification of the individual hearers. The extent
to which the homilists were successful in that regard remains outside
our purview.
Besides offering room for individual ritual practices such as the

ones described in the section above, the panèguris also featured
communal liturgical celebrations. Thanks to the abundant source
material, it has been possible to obtain a relatively detailed picture.
During the night before the festival there was an all-night vigil service
and on the day itself a eucharist service. Often there also was a
procession and there is some evidence that at least part of the
liturgical celebrations could be outdoors.61 One can surmise that,
while all these liturgical celebrations were communal, there still was
room for individual choices and preferences, if only in the liberty to
participate or not. There also is some indication that during the vigil
service people could leave the church for a moment if they felt like it.
Moreover, one shouldn’t picture these liturgical celebrations as too

57 Exemplary passages in this regard are Greg. Naz. In Gregorium Nyssenum, 5,
pp. 340–1 and Greg. Naz. On Cyprian 3–4.

58 See Leemans 2000.
59 Cf. Girardi 1990; Van Dam 2003, 132–57.
60 I have tried to analyse this process in some detail; see Leemans 2004; Leemans

2005b or Leemans 2007.
61 Leemans 2001.
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static. Firstly, the audience was not ameek, quiet, more or less attentive
group of people; on the contrary, they were not afraid to interrupt the
sermon and voice approval or disapproval through applause or other
noise.62 Secondly, there was also room for improvisation on the part of
the person who was presiding.63 This is most visible in the sermons, if
only in the fact that far from all sermons held during a martyr festival
were eulogies on the martyr of the day: if the homilist felt like it or
deemed it necessary, he could broach any other topic.
Probably the most spectacular example of the extent to which

improvisation was possible can be found in Basil of Caesarea’s
Homily in Praise of Mamas. About this martyr nothing specific was
known except that during his life he was a shepherd. Moreover, it was
one of the first times Basil had to preach on Mamas.64 Thus he had no
earlier exempla to hark back to. Basil solves the problem by keeping
his homily rather short and expounding largely and in general on the
gathering of the panèguris. Next he treats some biblical shepherds,
discussing their merits and shortcomings, and ends with the topics of
Christ as the Good Shepherd and the heretics as bad and untrust-
worthy shepherds.65 All in all a not very original, even a predictable,
approach. But there is more. To nurture his audience’s ardent vener-
ation of Mamas, Basil solves the problem of his lack of knowledge on
Mamas by creating for the congregation the possibility of informing
each other. In the beginning of his homily he asks that everybody
should try to remember all they know about the martyr and to join all
these pieces of information to a kind of common oration in praise of
Mamas.66 He encouraged them to try to remember how often Mamas
appeared to them in a dream, how much support they received from
him, how many sick people he cured, travellers he protected, dead
children he resurrected from death. ‘Share with each other: anybody
who knows [should share] with somebody who doesn’t and he who
does not know must receive from he who does. In this way you must
by putting together [your knowledge] feed each other and thus meet
our weakness.’67 The series of imperatives and exhortative formulas

62 Best survey in Olivar 1991. 63 See e.g. Budde 2001.
64 On the date of this homily (between 371 and 373), see Troiano 1987.
65 Cf. the edition of this homily in PG 31, cols 589–600.
66 Basil. On Mamas 1.
67 Basil. On Mamas, 1: �ºº�º
Ø� �Ø��
��� L 
r��	 �ŒÆ�
�� �øfi fiH �c �N���Ø̇ L �c r���

ºÆ��Æ	��ø �Ææa �
F �N���
�� ŒÆd 
o�ø� KŒ ı	�Øç
æA� Iºº�º
ı� ı	��Ø�Æ	����
M�H	 �fi B IŁ�	��Æfi �ªª	ø��.
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employed by the homilist in this section may suggest that this was not
mere rhetoric but that he indeed wanted to give his audience this
opportunity. However exceptional such a text may seem, we should
realize that, though probably not in common usage, improvisations
such as this may have occurred more frequently than can be gleaned
from our sources which, in their final redaction, are not always faithful
reproductions of the sermon as it was delivered.68Moreover, even in the
texts as they are transmitted, now and then surprising examples of
improvisation have been preserved.69 Obvious examples are Gregory of
Nyssa’s First Homily on the Forty of Sebaste (after several warnings the
homilist simply stops his sermon because his audience wasmaking too
much noise), Basil’s On Detachment (the second half consists entirely
of answers to questions and criticisms from the audience)70 or his
Homily on Psalm 114 (arriving much too late in the martyrium for the
liturgy of the panèguris he delivers not a sermon on the martyr of that
day but instead an inpromptu sermon on the psalm the congregation
had been singing while waiting).71 These examples of improvisation
and the late ancient preachers’ willingness, during their sermons, to
leave the well-trodden paths lend credibility to the possibility that Basil
indeed did invite his audience to share their knowledge about Mamas
with one another. It is an example of how a church leader and
representative of the institution steps backward to make room—how-
ever temporarily and for whatever reason—for the contribution of the
individual Christian. Whether they stepped into the room that was
created, we do not know.

CONCLUSION: INDIVIDUALIZATION
AND THE MARTYR CULT

As is clear from this contribution, sermons are our most important
sources about the martyr cult in Cappadocia, Pontus, and Armenia.
These sources are not ‘ready-made’ to address the issue of the role of
the individual, let alone that of individualization. Instead, as the main

68 Merkt 1997.
69 Hammerstaedt and Terbuycken 1996, esp. cols 1257–84.
70 Basil. Quod rebus mundanis adhaerendum non sit.
71 Basili. hom. in Ps. 114, 1.
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forum for bishops to address their flock and assert their authority,
they document the position and viewpoint of the leaders of the
Christian communities. Information about the individual largely
comes through the preachers’ eyes as an unintended side-effect.
With the exception of furthering the spiritual and moral progress of
the members of their audience, the individual as such was not a major
concern of these bishops. Reading between the lines and adding
information from other sources to the picture, however, resulted in
a more detailed overall picture of what went on in these martyrial
shrines. What does this reveal about ‘the individual’ and to what
extent is it plausible to speak about ‘individualization’ in the sense
of a continuing process?
In its most general sense, ‘individualization’ denotes the process of

distinguishing somebody from a more generic group, class, or species.
What we have been describing, however, are predominantly ritual
practices and activities by individuals or participation by individuals
in practices. The individual practices are not a sign of individual-
ization in the sense that they would be unique for this or that
particular individual vis-à-vis the collective he or she belonged to.
Nor should they be considered as the outcome of a highly creative
original choice that was diverging from everything that had been
done before. On the contrary, we have seen that these were practices
along sometimes age-old lines, filled at best with some new content
and that many were sharing in these practices. In this sense there was
very little individualization in the martyr cult and we cannot but
conclude that we do not get further than the level of the individual.
At the same time, however, the sources—however fragmentary an
impression they may give us—do allow us to conclude that the role of
the individual was not entirely non-existent. There was some room
for freedom in how one chose to participate in the martyr cult and
this gave this participation a degree of individuality. While not
consciously aiming at individualizing, I think it is a fair assessment
that not everybody’s participation and purpose (conscious or uncon-
scious) attached to this participation were the same. Bound to habits
and structures as it may have been, there also was clearly room for
individuality. One can think here of Basil of Caesarea’s invitation to
his audience to tell one another what the martyr Mamas had done for
them or had meant to them. This indicates that behind the ‘formal
aspect’ of the ritual practices involved there also was a truly individual
experience. In this way, and within the limitations as to the precise
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nature of the process involved, there indeed was a modest process
of individualization taking place in the cult of the martyrs. This
individualization, though, does not have as its referent a gradual
development of the collective habits and traditions towards more
individuality over a longer stretch of time in Late Antiquity. The
cases are rather limited and occasional in which the individual had or
took the chance to overcome the gravitational power of the habits and
structures of the collective he belonged to.
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